CIA Defends Its Use Of MSU In Viet Project

By JOAN T. SOLONICH
State News Staff Writer

A former director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and MSU’s active director of international programs strongly defend a decision of the university’s student government to call a meeting and ramrodded a student-FBI agent to understand world events. The director of the department, former student at Michigan State University, said the any changes in the curriculum and the student body are a result of the recommendations of the president’s committee on national security.
Mao Spurns Interaction, World Peace Suffers

IN A WORLD where ill-considered moves can be made in an hour, coming to grips with the Communist threat needs immediate attention. It is no longer the world of great empires and empires colliding. It is the world of small nations, most of them beset by economic and social problems, and struggling with problems of survival and stability.

To Americans, Red China is an unknown. A reliable source of information on the Communist regime is hard to come by. The one person who might be able to shed some light on the Chinese threat is Kenneth. But even if we could get this vital information, it might not do us much good.

The Chinese, it seems, are not interested in interaction with the West. It is a fact that the Chinese have not shown any inclination to engage in any kind of meaningful dialogue with the West. They have not shown any interest in the promotion of peace and understanding between nations.

But Communist Chinese leaders are obsessed with the idea of engaging in a struggle with the West. They believe that by engaging in a struggle, they can prove the superiority of their system and thereby gain the respect of other nations.

The Chinese regime is very sensitive to any suggestion of weakness. They are afraid that any indication of weakness will be seen as a sign of weakness, and that it will encourage their enemies to attack them.

As a result, the Chinese do not engage in any kind of meaningful dialogue with the West. They are not interested in seeking understanding and cooperation with other nations.

Sooner I May Even Be a Master Agent

SINCE I first took up the practice of law, I have been asked, "What can you do to help me?" A few years ago, when I was a young lawyer, I would tell people that I could help them by giving them legal advice. Now, I tell them, "I can help you by showing you how to avoid the mistakes that I made." And it is true.

I have learned many things from my clients. I have learned that people who are not prepared to handle legal problems are often confused and frightened. They need help, but they do not know where to turn.

I have also learned that people who are not prepared to handle legal problems are often confused and frightened. They need help, but they do not know where to turn.

I have found that the best way to help people is to teach them how to think about legal problems. I have found that the best way to help people is to teach them how to think about legal problems. I have found that the best way to help people is to teach them how to think about legal problems. I have found that the best way to help people is to teach them how to think about legal problems. I have found that the best way to help people is to teach them how to think about legal problems.
It's what's happening

Grads Win Study Grant

Five of the 16 nationally nominated Michigan students received $2,000 Alumni Association Scholar-ship Grants. The winners were selected from among 200 Michigan seniors who were rated in the top 10 percent of their high school senior class. The winners are: G. W. C. G. Hall, Ann Arbor; E. G. H. A. H. A. Johnson, East Lansing; J. H. F. H. A. Johnson, Dearborn; K. H. S. H. A. Johnson, Novi; and W. H. A. H. A. Johnson, Westland.

Good Friday Classes Go OK

A recommendation to the board of regents that the Good Friday classes be continued was approved by the regents. The recommendation was sent to Gov. William G. Milliken for consideration. The regents noted that the plan to have Good Friday classes was introduced 10 years ago.

No Good Friday

The recommendation to the board of regents that the Good Friday classes be continued was approved by the regents. The recommendation was sent to Gov. William G. Milliken for consideration. The regents noted that the plan to have Good Friday classes was introduced 10 years ago.
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Rusk Urges Viet Fantions To Maintain Anti-Red Front

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State Dean Rusk urged the Viet Cong factions to maintain a united front against the Communist aggression with which they are now threatened. The defense Department said Rusk urged the Viet Cong to maintain their anti-Red front.
Michigan State Sports Writer

Benson, Mackey Lead ‘S’ Golfers

By DAN DROEKI
State News Sports Writer

Although the tennis offerings spanned their Big Ten season, batting, baseball, football, basketball, track, and swimming teams received considerable success.

Some Michigan State athletes were also checking out some sport in the off-season, too.

Mackey and Benson are among those circuits.

The start of the season would be in June, which will continue until the fall, and then there will be a break before the next season.

Michigan State’s tennis department is expected to place among the top 10 in the nation, improving on previous years.

Benson played tennis at the University of Michigan, where he finished second in the Big Ten Tournament last year.

“Tennis is a great sport,” Benson said. “It’s a lot of fun, and I enjoy the competitive aspect of it.”

Mackey, who finished third in the Big Ten Tournament, said he enjoys the social aspect of tennis.

“Tennis is a great way to meet new people and stay in shape,” Mackey said.

GET THAT PUCK—Detroit Red Wing and Chicago Black Hawk forward Ryan Bown plays for the Wings during the 1965-66 season. Bown was acquired by Detroit for a fee of roughly $10,000, according to UPI Telephoto.

WINGS LEAD SERIES, 3-2

Hawks Near Elimination

BOB BERNDS/UP

The Chicago Blackhawks’ best-of-five series with the Detroit Red Wings ended with a 3-2 loss to the Wings Wednesday night. The loss means the Hawks will need to win two of three games to advance.

The Hawks’ defense has been solid, allowing only 11 goals in five games. However, the offense has been unproductive, scoring only three goals in the series.

Clay Sees Challenge

In Cooper

Chicago, Ill. — Clay Cooper, who has been named Chicago’s No. 1 goalie, is expected to start against Detroit tomorrow night. Cooper has a 2.54 goals-against average in games played this season, and he has not allowed a goal in his last three appearances.

“I think we’re going to have a tough time against Chicago, but I’m looking forward to the challenge.”

Cooper expects the Hawks to play aggressive and well-balanced hockey.

“I think we’re going to have a tough time against Chicago, but I’m looking forward to the challenge.”

Cooper is looking forward to the opportunity to play against one of the top teams in the league.

“Playing against Chicago is going to be fun, and I’m excited to see how the game unfolds.”

Expected Injuries

Hit Spartan Gridders

By LARRY WERNER
State News Staff Writer

With the Michigan State football team's schedule already set, the injuries to key players are a concern for the upcoming season.

Spartan quarterback Brian Wells, a key player in the team's offense, is expected to miss the next few games with an ankle injury.

“Brian is definitely going to be missed,” coach Pat Head-Spartan said. “He’s a big part of our team, and we’ll have to find a way to replace his big play.”

Wells is expected to return to the lineup in the next few weeks.

Other key players, including wide receiver Josh Smith and running back Darius Jackson, are also dealing with injuries.

“Smith and Jackson both have a chance to return in the next few weeks,” Head-Spartan said. “But we’ll have to be creative in the meantime.”

The team will have to rely on its backup players to fill in for the injured starters.

“Fortunately, we have some talented players in our depth chart,” Head-Spartan said.
Faculty Guideline Protects Privacy Of Student Files

Advising educational goals, providing clear guidelines and ensuring the privacy of the individual student are essential to the success of the educational institution. This is why the following sign is posted in the main office of the University of Michigan:

```
STATE REQUIRED.

The Right to Privacy is Not an Exception to the Law.

All individuals are required to sign a form acknowledging the existence of this guideline.

Any violation of this guideline will result in disciplinary action.

```

Circle Honorary Taps 50 New Members

The Circle of Merit, the national honor society for women who have achieved academic excellence in college, has tapped 50 new members at Michigan State University.

The following students have been selected to receive Circle membership:

- Sarah Brown, English
- Jennifer Chen, Economics
- Margaret Gray, Chemistry
- Sarah Johnson, History
- Jane Smith, Biology
- Mary Williams, Psychology
- Linda Collins, Mathematics
- Elizabeth Chen, Physics
- Rachel Brown, Chemistry
- Sarah Smith, History

The Circle of Merit is open to women who have completed at least 90 credits and have a cumulative grade point average of 3.5 or higher.

$1,000 In Textbooks Stolen From Students

The Michigan State University Bookstore has reported a theft of $1,000 worth of textbooks from its shelves.

The books were stolen from the General Science section of the bookstore.

Automatic Costumes Used In 'Stratagem' Production

The Michigan State University Drama Club has introduced a new system of automatic costumes in their production of 'Stratagem'.

The costumes are designed to move automatically on the stage, eliminating the need for manual assistance.

The costumes are controlled by a computer system, which allows for precise timing and synchronization.

The production has been well-received by the audience, with many praising the innovative use of technology in the production of costumes.

By using automatic costumes, the production team has been able to save time and reduce errors in costume setup.

In Loco Parentis (continued from page 1)
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Knapp's

starts Wednesday! special East Lansing store hours Wednesday . . 9:30 to 9:00

EAST LANSING

BIRTHDAY SALE

Sorry, no Mail or Telephone Orders of Sale Items. Anyway . . . Seeing is Believing! Hurry in!

collection of import sunglasses

All the newest shapes for summer, just in from Italy, France. Exclusively wild and absolutely plain. All colors imaginable.

bulky knit Orlon sweaters

Easy-care Orlon acrylic cardigan type toppers in white, costume complementing shrugs in white, pastels. Accessories.

breezy summer straw handbags

Colorful baskets with handles in pretend bamboo or basket. Best of exciting high fashion shapes. Styles, colors, Street.

famous make seamless hosiery

First quality nylon hosiery in latest fashion shades, seamless styles or micromesh. Proportioned sizes. 3; 3/2-11, Stock up.

Mobistyle student lamps

The perfect glare-free study light, 10" high, with 12" diameter round plastic shade. Just 27 at this big savings!

special purchase! summer dresses

All new summer styles, in Arin's, tricotate jersey, polyester whipknot cream, 1 and 2-pc. Misses' 10-18, Juniors' 7-15, Street.

men's bleeding madras parkas


cotton shifts for lounging

Sleeveless styles, with button front or zip back. Cotton satins, lively Indian prints. F S-M-L. Robe department, Garden.

assorted famous make bras

Cotton broadcloth and lace styles. Some with fiberfill contouring. White, black. Sizes 32-38. A-B-C. Special value, Garden level.

better make half slippers

Wash-wear nylon tricot with daint dress trims. White and assorted colors. S-M-L. Outstanding buy at this low price, Garden.

Michigan State emblem rugs

Durable, colorful fiber rugs. 48" x 90" with Michigan State University crest. Just 11. Prices slashed, Drapery dept, Second.

misses' plaid bermudas

100% cotton, finely tailored with side zippers. Assorted colors. Stock up for summer days and save, Campus Center.

misses' blouses and skirts

Solids and prints with roll or long sleeves. Assorted styles, patterns. Many colors, Campus Center.

nylon tricot petti-pants

1.99

Great assortment with lace and applique trims. White, black, pink, blue, beige. Sizes 5-6-7. Save. Garden level.

special purchase

better raincoats

12.90

Outstanding assortment of styles and fabrics. Great rainy-day fashion looks for sizes 8 to 20. Street level.

soufflè knit co-ordinates

5.99-7.99

Shirts, shells, V-neck cardigans, novelty tops in assorted pastels. Misses, Campus Center.

famous make linen look separates

4.99-8.99


men's better sport shirts

2.99


misses' famous make shirts

4.99

Prints and solids, roll sleeve styling, in pastels and dyes. You'll know the name at a glance. Big array. Campus Center.

Many More Unadvertised Specials . . . Shop the Entire Store